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The 
New 
You

Tips from the pros 
on how to shed the 
weight, maintain 
your health, and hold 
onto your sanity.

By DaNiEllE Raciti

F ITNeSS

Personal trainer Heidi 
Jones specializes in 
weight training but also 
helps clients maximize 
all aspects of their 
workout routines.

Living a “healthy, 

balanced life” can take 

on many meanings, 

but it can be argued 

that eating real, whole 

foods and maintaining 

a consistent workout 

regimen are two crucial 

contributors to success. 

We sat down with 

some food and fitness 

veterans to find out 

how to put good habits 

into practice and how to 

think positively through 

even the toughest days. 

And—lucky us—their 

recommendations don’t 

require hundreds of 

burpees to achieve!
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F ITNeSS

Kristen Boucher 

RN and Health & Wellness Coach

As Kristen Boucher can attest, “Health and wellness is 

an evolution, not a final destination.” Self-proclaimed 

“healthy living junkie,” registered nurse, health and 

wellness coach, food blogger, working wife, and moth-

er of one, Boucher inspires women at all stages of their 

fitness journey to implement small lifestyle changes. 

Taking a 30-minute walk three times a week or noshing on leafy greens each day 

can kick-start a spiral of healthy decisions.

“I inspire busy women to lose weight; fire up their metabolism; kick cravings; and 

cook delicious, healthy, and family-friendly meals 

so they can fit back into their skinny jeans, double 

their energy, and save money. All without depriva-

tion, countless hours at the gym, or quitting their 

day jobs,” she says.

After struggling with her own weight issues 

and depleting energy for years, Boucher vowed to 

commit to eating whole, unprocessed foods. And 

the more “real” foods and “real” fats she ate, the 

healthier she became. Hoping to make a differ-

ence and accomplish that same success with oth-

ers, Boucher created MIX I Wellness Solutions for 

a Balanced Life, a nutritional program individu-

ally tailored to highly motivated clients.

“As a registered nurse, I’ve seen the wrath that 

excess weight, chronic disease, and unhealthy 

habits can have on the quality of a person’s life,” 

she explains. “And I know it’s a daily struggle to keep healthy habits on the forefront 

with other competing priorities. My background as a nurse provided me with a solid 

foundation to look at the big picture of health for my clients—addressing all aspects 

of wellness, not just those on the surface.”

Through a series of virtual sessions—part empower-

ment, part “tough love”—Boucher works one-on-one 

with clients for three months, co-creating strategies for 

a healthy and accountable schedule that fit into their 

current lives without the dreaded calorie counting. “If 

I had to name one thing that really makes me tick in 

my role as a coach, it’s the pure joy and empowerment 

that my clients convey when they reach their goals and 

literally change their lives,” she says. For more wellness 

advice and healthy recipes, visit Boucher’s websites: 

mixwellness.com and fortheloveoffiber.com.

As with anything, balance is key. “If you’re going to have 

a Sunday Funday and drink beer and eat nachos, then 

Monday is a clean day, when you drink lots of water and 

eat high protein and veggies,” says Jones. Nothing kills 

momentum like canceling out a good workout. If you just 

had a great gym session, skip the pasta and ice cream for 

dinner and have some salad and sweet potatoes instead. 

It’s worth the waistline. Contact Jones at the Newport 

Athletic Club: 401-324-6927, newportathletic.com.

Heidi Jones 
Personal Trainer

Just as food is fuel for our bodies, so too is a healthy amount of 

activity, in or out of the gym. Heidi Jones, a personal trainer at the 

Newport Athletic Club in Middletown, Rhode Island, and bikini 

and figure competitor herself, fell in love with the gym and a rock-

hard bod at the age of 16. About seven years ago she committed to 

training others and some have gone onto competition themselves. 

Her words are motivational and her diligence keeps clients com-

ing back for more.

Jones works one-on-one with people of all ages and fitness 

levels—whether they have 100 pounds to lose or just want to 

maintain a strong physique—in a series of workouts designed to 

intensify as fitness increases. With an emphasis on weight training, 

she is all about modifying workouts for her clients and setting 

attainable goals. “I try to get them to change the way they look at 

their selves, to appreciate their bodies and hard work and what’s 

happening with that hard work,” she says. “I make it fun, too! We 

laugh a lot, work hard…Head to toe, we work every muscle.”

Following a “no guilt” rule (because, really, who wants to cry 

over five cookies or a missed workout?), Jones reminds clients hop-

ing to lose weight: “It took a long time to put the weight on. It will 

take awhile to take it all off.” In her expert opinion, it takes be-

tween seven and 10 days of consistent diet change, complemented 

by training, for your body to react.

And for those who think a cardio craze is a quick fix-all, think 

again. The result of overdoing cardio is that the body doesn’t 

change as much and you miss out on really maximizing your 

workout. Jones recommends mixing it up: spend time running 

on the treadmill, doing a high stair master, or riding the bike at a 

low level with a steady climb. In collaboration with proper weight 

training and a low-carb diet, you’ll achieve the fat and calorie 

burn you desire.

Kristen’s “Top Super Foods”

Organic virgin coconut oil

chia seed

Bone broth

Kristen’s Sample Menu: 

“Balanced, real food options for 

every palate that leave deprivation 

at the door.”

Wakeup:

Start with lemon water to get your 

metabolism going and drink about 

4 liters of filtered water throughout 

the day

Breakfast:

two small Pumpkin Cranberry 

Pecan Pancakes topped with 

coconut butter and a side of 

cantaloupe or honey dew melon 

with one cup of organic green tea

Snack (only if hungry):

Chunky Monkey Super Omega-3 

Energy Bar 

Lunch: 

Apple Cranberry Turkey Salad 

Spinach Wrap (mayo free!) with a 

mixed green side salad and water

Snack (only if hungry):

Maple Sweet Potato Hummus 

with a few homemade whole grain 

pita chips

Dinner:

Barley and Three Bean Vegetarian 

Chili with a mixed green salad and 

4 oz. of wine or water

The Occasional Dessert:

a square of organic dark 

chocolate (70%+ dark)

Bolded recipes available at 

fortheloveoffiber.com.

30-Minute In-and-Out 
Gym Workout 
(perfect for your lunch break!):

For a good leg day with lots of core

• 5-minute warm-up

• Squat machine: 4 sets of legs (12 reps)

• Series of walking lunges

• 90-second wall sit

• Bicep curl: 50 crunches (3 rounds)

• triceps: interval reverse lunges (3 rounds)

• 50 monster walks: 25 down, 25 back

• Overhead shoulder press: plank (3 rounds)

• 100 bicycle crunches

An all-cardio option to burn calories and fat

•  20 minutes on treadmill (incline for greater burn)

•  10 minutes on rowing machine (as hard as you 

can go!)
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F ITNeSS

Andy Berler 
BMAX Founder/Trainer and Tennis & Fitness 

Director at Willowbend Country Club

Andy Berler’s exposure to fitness began at 

a very young age, when he would head to 

the basement to use sand-filled weights 

purchased by his dad. His interest in train-

ing and working out progressed steadily, 

leading him to his current role at Willow-

bend Country Club in Mashpee, Mass. As 

the club’s director of tennis and fitness 

operations, the workout guru began to 

better understand and connect with other 

people’s health and wellness needs.

Lyn Wilkinson 
Pilates Teacher

The practice of Pilates hones in on movements 

of the body and truly assesses how each joint 

and muscle work in tandem with one another. 

Lyn Wilkinson, principal of The Pilates School 

in Harwich, Mass., has been practicing since 

2005. “I was considered healthy and fit by bio-

chemistry standards but I was overweight, my 

back hurt, and I couldn’t do a sit up,” she ex-

plains. After catching a glimpse of a slimmed-

down Oprah on a magazine cover, Wilkinson 

wondered how she got such sculpted obliques. 

The answer? Pilates. “I thought, If Oprah can 

do it, I can do it!”

Years later, Wilkinson swears by the prac-

tice and finds happiness in teaching it to her 

devoted clientele of about 50 “regulars,” rang-

ing in age from 22 to 75 (who, by the way, is 

a man). People are interested in Pilates for a 

few different reasons, she notes, but mainly 

they enter her doors because of “an overriding 

desire to feel better.”

Wilkinson urges everyone, faithful practicer 

or new beginner, to be open-minded and easy 

on themselves. “It’s a process,” she says. “Pilates is not a team sport; it’s a 

personal practice. You are your own Olympian.”

As a classical Pilates teacher, Wilkinson asks clients to trust that she’ll never 

ask the body to do something she thinks it can’t. Founder Joseph Pilates said it 

best: “I’m teaching the body how to move and the brain comes along.” As both 

teacher and student, she focuses daily on body awareness, i.e., understanding 

what you’re asking your body to do and how to do it. “Older, more unfit bodies 

need a lot of TLC and patience,” she says. “A beginning student probably does 

eight exercises in an initial meeting and then we move up steadily.”

She conducts workouts on the mat, reformer, tower, barrel, or her personal 

fave, the Wunda chair. On a weekly basis, she’ll typically focus on one piece 

of equipment, supplemented with another to improve movement or introduce 

a challenge, and end with a standing-up cool down. “When you take lessons 

with me, you are taking Pilates lessons. You’re not taking a mat class, reform-

er class, etc. You’re taking a Pilates class,” she emphasizes.

And her students are grateful that they are. After each session, many say they 

feel stretched, taller, and like they have more space in their joints. Even heading 

to the studio once a week is better than not going at all. Now mostly all muscle 

and very fit, Wilkinson’s body is at a point she never thought possible, and she 

loves seeing clients meet that same goal. Additional information about Wilkin-

son and Pilates workouts can be found at thepilatesschool.com.

“As I start to get older my goals are about getting a distinct 

advantage and edge on daily life as well as transmitting my 

message to others who crave the same edge,” says Berler. 

Wanting to share his passion for exercise led him to develop 

and launch BMAX, his in-home fitness brainchild, in 2009.

With BMAX, Berler tackled a problem common to many: 

over a period of time, gym workouts tend to become incon-

sistent, if not boring, and enthusiasm lags. “I knew that not 

working out was not an option, so I had to mix it up somehow 

in an attempt to regain that motivation I once had,” he says. 

He constructed an in-home workout ap-

proach that requires little equipment and just 

30 minutes, three days a week. It’s a perfect 

match for busy lifestyles. “The fact is that this 

workout can be done at home, in a gym, in a 

hotel room, or anywhere else you can think 

of,” he says. “No machines. Quick workouts. 

A unique variety of exercises you have never 

seen before. And you never repeat an exercise 

within a workout.” 

A believer that the body tells us how much 

it can withstand, Berler designed BMAX to 

be time and goal based. Every exercise is 

done for 40 seconds, followed by a 30-sec-

ond recovery, though these intervals can be 

adapted depending on the individual. “Maxi-

mum Activation”—the training secret behind 

BMAX—activates many muscle fibers in each 

exercise, effectively eliminating unwanted 

fat and burning calories while efficiently building lean 

muscle critical to rapid results. 

“Consistency is directly a product of something that is do-

able, maintainable, and sustainable,” says Berler. “Throw in 

the gratification of feeling results in a day and starting to see 

results in a week and BMAX becomes a part of your lifestyle 

that you will not want to let go of—ever!” For more informa-

tion on the BMAX program and “Maximum Activation,” visit 

berlermax.blogspot.com. Video tutorials are available at 

youtube.com/berlermax.

Work It!
Berler was invited to 
demonstrate BMAX and 
motivationally speak to 
the 36 finalists at the 2013 
Boot Camp phase of the 
New England Patriots 
Cheerleader auditions. As 
trainer for the camp’s fitness 
component, he spent two 
days motivating the girls to 
kick butt with BMAX!
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Berler leads New England 
Patriots Cheerleader finalists 
in his unique “maximum 
body activation” workout.


